MEETING NOTICE  Buenaventura MTT-S Chapter

**Location**: VIRTUAL Meeting.

Log into URL: https://ieeemeetings.webex.com/ieeemeetings/j.php?MTID=mfd05a29773e6c4f782dcb52c6919fd4d

*(CTRL click or copy on browser)*

Event number (if prompted): 130 593 0680
Event password: emUu3m8Awr9

*Follow the instructions.*
Speaker will be live.
You will be able to ask questions
Mute your microphone. Unmute only to ask questions.

**Agenda**: 6:30PM-8:00 PM Presentation

**Rejuvenate Aging Eye with Presbyopic Implant in the Eye (PIE)**

*Dr. Rajesh Khanna*

*Eye Surgeon & Medical Director, Khanna Vision Institute*

**Abstract**

Imagine having the vision of your younger self. Imagine throwing away your contacts, progressives, and readers because you now have 20/20 vision that even continues to improve through the years. To have a reversal of the aging process and even preventing cataracts from ever hindering your new vision. This ground-breaking advancement is called Presbyopic Implant in the Eye (PIE).

Dr. Khanna has not only coined the term PIE but has been a pioneer in the industry. He has conducted numerous lectures on the topic, provided personal coaching to upcoming surgeons and is the founding Medical Director of Khanna Vision Institute. He has authored numerous educational books which have aided in the popularity of this life-changing procedure.

Dr. Khanna takes great pride in educating the medical community as well as anyone that suffers daily with diminishing vision. His goal is simply to bring awareness to the world through written word, video lectures, live seminars, educational and medical apps, as well as educating and connecting with his current surgical case load. As an active PIE surgeon, he has preformed thousands of procedures on patients extending throughout the globe.